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(54) Manually-operated control device

1ST) A Joystick for moving a cursor on a display screen uses an infra-red transmitter 34 radiating into a transparent handle

U) iffKf It moved by an operator, infra-red light is directed to one ot four optica, detectors 3 ^-3^-^
eft and right directions since light is then directed to two detectors 31 . A further four optical detectors 31»»
each arranged adjacent one of the first four detectors 31 , so that further movement of the handle in the sameM»r can

be detected An additional optical detector (37) (located in ring 22) is arranged to detect downward handhk

(14) against a spring (24). The handle is translatabry mounted, rather than pivotally mounted as in a standard joystick.
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MANUALLY-OPERATED CONTROL DEVICE

Introduction

This invention relates to a manually-operated control device which

may be employed for inputting control information to a data processing

apparatus. It is useful, for example, in controlling the position of a

cursor on a display screen.

Prior Art

The prior art shows many examples of mechanical devices such as

joysticks, mice etc. which are either intended to be or could be

adapted to be used to control a cursor position on a display screen.

Many prior art joysticks use a plurality of mechanical switches

(generally four) to detect the displacement of a handle from a neutral

position in either direction along each of 2 mutually perpendicular

axes. An example of such a device employing mechanical switches is

shown in EP-A-83,421 (WICO Corporation). This discloses a handle,

pivotally mounted by a flexible diaphragm, with four pairs of switch

contacts arranged around the handle at 90 degrees to each other and

below the pivot point. When the handle is displaced from its neutral

position towards one pair of contacts, the opposite pair of contacts

closes and the displacement of the handle is detected. If the handle

is, instead, displaced diagonally between two pairs of contacts, then

the two opposite pairs of contacts close and this alternative position

of the handle is detected. In this way, 8 directions of movement of the

handle can be detected. Also disclosed is a further pair of contacts

disposed beneath the handle and arranged to be closed when a rod passed

down the handle is depressed against the action of a spring. This

action may be interpreted as a "fire" signal in a video game or, more

generally, as acceptance of the position of a cursor on a display

screen.
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An alternative type of joystick is disclosed in NL 8004928 (Van

der Molen). This is intended to control the supply current to the

motors of a motorised wheelchair. It employs a pivotally-mounted handle

adapted to translate an opaque disc in 2 perpendicular directions. It

employs four light-emitting diodes (LEDs), each with an associated

light detector, arranged at 90 degree intervals around the handle. When

the handle is moved, the disc is moved into or out of the gap between

each LED and its associated detector, such that the light path from

each LED to its detector is either interrupted or clear. Signals from

the detectors are used to determine the position of the handle. The

outputs from the detectors vary continuously with varying position of

the handle, rather than being simply on/off, so the joystick detects

the extent to which the handle is moved away from its neutral position

as well as the direction in which it is moved. The advantage of optical

joysticks such as this is that they are not subject to degradation with

use to the same extent as joysticks using potentiometers.

Summary of the Invention

Prior art joysticks have therefore either employed electromechani-

cal sensors, such as mechanical switches or potentiometers, and have

consequently been subject to wear or they have employed optical sensing

techniques requiring many light sources. Further, the joysticks employ-

ing optical techniques have tended to occupy greater depth than is

desirable.

Accordingly, the present invention provides a manually-operated

control device for controlling the position of a cursor on a display

screen comprising a source of light, a plurality of detectors respon-

sive to light from the source and a handle including transmission means

for transmitting said light, the handle having a neutral position and a

plurality of operative positions, wherein the handle is manually-

movable from the neutral position to the operative positions to trans-

mit a portion of the light from the source through the transmission
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means to one of the detectors, whereby the position of the handle may

be measured by interrogation of the detectors*

Preferably, the transmission means includes a surface arranged to

reflect light within the transmission means during transmission,

thereby to decrease the overall height of the device*

This provides a device which occupies less height than would

otherwise be the case since the transmitter and detectors can be almost

coplanar. This is clearly an advantage for this device since it is

desirable to locate it in a keyboard, alongside a bank of alphanumeric

keys, where it is often important for both styling and ergonomic

reasons that the height occupied should be as low as possible.

Preferably, the transmission means is formed in the shape of a

mushroom, arranged to receive light from the source into a spigot

forming the stem of the mushroom and to internally reflect the light

such that it emanates from the transmission means as a circle of light.

Preferably, the plurality of detectors comprises four detectors,

each detector being mounted in a support member at a different corner

of a notional square.

This provides the facility for moving a cursor on a screen in the

four directions up, down, left and right.

Preferably, the handle is translatably mounted in the support

member such that the handle may be translatably moved within a pre-

determined region which is sufficiently extensive to permit each

operative position to be attained and wherein in some of the operative

positions the handle is arranged to receive light from the source and

to transmit a portion of the light through said transmission means to

two of the detectors simultaneously.
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This can remove the expense of bearings required in the prior art

arrangement of a pivotally-mounted joystick handle and, further, is

likely to produce a device occupying reduced depth over this prior art.

The ability to transmit light to more than one detector simultaneously

means that the 45 degree positions of the handle can also be detected,

if the detectors, handle and support member are suitably arranged.

Preferably, each detector has associated therewith a further

detector such that, when the handle is moved along an axis from the

neutral position to an operative position, further motion of the handle

along the same axis causes light to be transmitted to the associated

further detector.

This provides two levels of control in each of the four major

directions: up, down, left and right. These may be interpreted for

example by an attached data processing apparatus as slow and fast

respectively or single-step and continuous movement respectively.

Preferably, it is also possible to achieve these two levels of

control in the A5 degree positions. To permit this, the handle has to

move further from the neutral position when it moves to these A5 degree

positions than when it moves in the major directions.

Preferably, the device further comprises switch means, responsive

to manual pressure exerted on the handle in a direction perpendicular

to the plane of said notional square.

This provides the facility to fix the position of the cursor using

the same control member and therefore the same hand of the operator as

is used for moving the cursor. It is an advantage of this invention

that the switch means is responsive to downward pressure exerted on any

part of the handle; it is not necessary for the operator to find and

press a "fire" button attached to the handle, as in the prior art. It

is a further advantage of this invention that the switch means is
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opto-electronic and therefore has fewer moving parts liable to wear

out.

Detailed Description of the Invention

The invention will now be described by way of example with refe-

rence to the accompanying drawings, in which: -

Figure 1 is an exploded view of a first embodiment of the present

invention.

Figure 2 is a plan view of an assembled version of the device of

fig. 1.

Figure 3 is a cross-sectional view of the device of fig. 2 taken

on line A-A.

Figure A is a cross-sectional view of the device of fig. 2 taken

on line B-B.

Figure 5 is a cross-sectional view of the device of fig. 3 taken

on line C-C.

Figure 6 is an exploded view of an alternative embodiment of the

present invention.

Figure 7 is a view of the embodiment of fig. 6 corresponding to

the view of the first embodiment shown in fig. 5

Figure 8 is a view of the embodiment of fig. 6 corresponding to

the view of the first embodiment shown in fig. 4.

Referring to fig. 1, the top plate 10 of a keyboard has a large

hole 11, four smaller holes 12 and a further four small holes 12a,
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grouped in depressions 13 around the hole 11 as shown in fig. 2.

Arranged to pass through hole 11 is a spigot 15 of a handle 14. This

handle also includes a circular cap 16 and a finger grip 17, although

if desired any convenient shape other than that shown could be used.

This handle is formed of an infra-red light transparent plastics

material such as polycarbonate or an acrylic resin. Ideally, the

material and design of this handle are such that the handle may be

fabricated by injection moulding.

Four discoidal filters 18 are provided which are bonded in place

in the depressions 13. These filters permit the transmission of infra-

red light whilst absorbing and/or reflecting most of any visible or

ultra-violet light incident on them. There are many filter materials

which would be suitable for this application. One example is RG695,

supplied by Schott, which absorbs 100% of incident light at 650nm

wavelength and 50% at 695nm.

The remaining components of the device are situated beneath the

top plate 10. These include a mechanism for centring the handle 14 in

hole 11. This mechanism consists of four coil springs 20, each attached

at one end to a support 21 which is in turn attached to the underside

of top plate 10. The other end of each spring 20 is attached to a

handle retaining ring 22; when assembled, spigot 15 passes through the

large hole in ring 22 and is retained by latch 23 (see fig. 3). The

springs 20 are all similar in their mechanical characteristics and each

is in tension in the arrangement shown, so that their combined action

is to provide forces tending to centre the handle 14 in the hole 11. A

further coil spring 24 is disposed around spigot 15 and between ring 22

and cap 16, such that, when assembled, the underside of cap 16 is

biased to a position a small distance above the top plate 10. As an

alternative to springs 20, it possible to employ leaf springs to

provide the centring action to ring 22 and hence to handle 14.
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A further infra-red detector 37 is retained in a hole 38 in the

side of ring 22. This detector is electrically connected to pcb 30 by

flying leads 39,40. As shown in fig. 4, hole 38 narrows at its inner

end but is nevertheless open to the spigot 15. A groove 41 is cut

around the spigot 15 at a level selected to be a small distance above

hole 38 when the handle is not in use.

In operation, infra-red light from transmitter 34 propagates up

spigot 15 and is reflected by the conical surface 50 into the circular

cap 16, as shown in fig. 3. The light is again reflected, this time by

frusto-conical surface 51, so that it is now directed downwards,

through surface 52, towards the upper surface of top plate 10. This

arrangement therefore produces a ring of infra-red light on top plate

10, the position of the ring being dependent on the lateral position of

the handle 14. If desired, surface 52 may be curved to form a lens, as

shown, in order to produce a more concentrated ring of light on top

plate 10. Surfaces 50,51 may be silvered to increase the proportion of

incident light they reflect, although this has not been found necessary

in the present embodiment. Additionally, in the regions where total

internal reflection is relied upon, the surface may be protected by a

suitable coating, not shown. If it were desired to prevent the reten-

tion of foreign matter in the region of the finger grip 17, this grip

could be replaced by a hemispherical cap covering the cap 16; this

would also protect the reflective surfaces 50,51 from damage.

The finger grip 17 is grasped by an operator. The handle is then

laterally displaced by the operator in the direction of one of the

pairs of holes 12,12a. The consequent change in the output of a detec-

tor 31 is detected by an electronic circuit (not shown) and is signal-

led to an attached data processing apparatus- along cable 42. This

signal is then used to move the position of a cursor up, down, left or.

right, depending on which detector is illuminated, ie on the direction

in which the handle was moved.
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Further displacement in the same direction causes the ring of

light to be moved onto the adjacent hole 12a and its associated detec-

tor 31a. This is similarly signalled to the data processing apparatus

and is used there to move the cursor more rapidly in the relevant

direction. In particular, the cursor may move in single steps each time

12 is illuminated and continuously when 12a is illuminated or, alterna-

tively, it may move slowly but continuously when 12 is illuminated and

more rapidly when 12a is illuminated.

Clearly, if the ring of light were to be made wide enough, a third

active position would be possible in which both holes 12 and 12a were

illuminated, giving an intermediate position.

As an alternative, it is possible to use one continuous detector

in place of each pair beneath holes 12,12a. This detector would be of a

type suitable for giving a steadily increasing output voltage with

increased distance along it at which the ring of light hits the detec-

tor. This would require a slot in place of holes 12,12a and would have

the advantage that it would produce an output of amplitude roughly

proportional to displacement of the handle from the neutral position.

This could be useful in certain applications where an output propor-

tional to handle displacement is desirable.

It will be noted from the drawings that the handle is not con-

strained to move only directly towards any detector from the centre.

The handle can move anywhere in its plane as long as the spigot 15 is

within the edges of holes 11 and 33. It is therefore possible to

illuminate two holes 12 simultaneously by moving the handle in a

direction midway between the two holes 12 concerned. This is useful

since it provides the ability to move the cursor diagonally on the

screen as well as up, down, left or right. It is also possible to

illuminate two holes 12a simultaneously, to give accelerated diagonal

movement. This is permitted by making the holes 11,33 approximately

square as shown, rather than circular, so that the handle may travel
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further from the centre when it has to illuminate two holes 12a than

when it has to illuminate only one* If it were desired to inhibit

simultaneous illumination of two holes to inhibit movement of a cursor

at 45 degrees, then it would be necessary to form holes 11,33 in the

shape of a cross or similar, with each limb of the cross pointing

towards one pair of holes 12,12a.

When the cursor has been moved across the screen to the desired

position it is often desirable to indicate to the data processing

apparatus that the current position is acceptable and that the data

processing apparatus should take some further action (eg draw a line on

the screen to or from the current cursor position). This device pro-

vides a facility for indicating this acceptance. It is achieved by

pressing down on the handle 14 against spring 24. This causes the

spigot 15 and the transmitter 34 to drop, while the ring 22 remains in

position. This relative movement between spigot 15 and ring 22 causes

the groove 41 in the spigot to align with the hole 38 and detector 37

in the ring 22.

Transmitter 34 transmits over a wide angle which includes the

groove 41. The groove includes an angled surface arranged to reflect

infra-red light outwards into hole 38 and thence detector 37. When the

handle is not pressed down, the groove 41 and hole 38 are not aligned

so the amount of light entering hole 38 is low. Consequently, the

amount of light received by detector 37 increases when the handle is

depressed and this increase is detected and signalled to the data

processing apparatus, whereupon appropriate action is taken as men-

tioned above.

If the infra-red transmitter radiates over a very wide angle, such

that it transmits light directly to hole 38 when the handle is not

depressed, then it may be necessary to reduce the intensity of this

directly transmitted light, either by ensuring that the sides of hole

38 absorb infra-red light very efficiently (so that only light travel-
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ling directly down hole 38 reaches the detector 37) or by making the

sides of spigot 15 reflective to infra-red light (except at the groove

41), such that infra-red light may only escape from the spigot at

groove 41 or into cap 16.

While the embodiment described employs an infra-red source and

infra-red detectors, it will be understood that it would be quite

possible to practise the invention utilising either visible light or

ultra-violet light in place of infra-red light.
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FIG 1



SECTION A-A - FIG 3





FIG 6
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SECTION B-B - FIG 8


